Square Heffter arrays are n × n arrays such that each row and each column contains k filled cells, each row and column sum is divisible by 2nk + 1 and either x or −x appears in the array for each integer 1
Henceforth the set of integers {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} is denoted by [n] . In this paper the rows and columns of an m × n array will be indexed by [m] and [n], respectively. A Heffter array is square, if m = n and necessarily s = t, and is denoted H(n; t). A Heffter array is called an integer Heffter array if the sum of each row and column is 0 in Z.
It was Archdeacon [1] who first showed that a Heffter array, together with a certain ordering of its elements, yields biembeddings of cycle decompositions of the complete graph onto orientable surfaces. Since then a number of papers have appeared on the connection between Heffter arrays and the biembedding of cycle decompositions as well as a number of papers studying more general biembeddings of the complete graph. See for examples the papers [1, 7, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22] and [12] .
We next describe the above orderings. Given a row r of a Heffter array H(m, n; s, t), if there exists a cyclic ordering φ r = (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a s−1 ) of the entries of row r such that, for i = 0, . . . , s − 1, the partial sums
a j (mod 2ms + 1) are all distinct, we say that φ r is simple. A simple ordering of the entries of a column may be defined similarly. If every row and column of a Heffter array H(m, n; s, t) has a simple ordering, we say that the array is simple.
The composition of the cycles φ r , for r ∈ [m], is a permutation, denoted here ω r , on the entries of the Heffter array. Similarly we may define the permutation ω c as the composition of the cycles φ c , for i ∈ [n]. If, the permutation ω r ω c can be written as a single cycle of length ms = nt, we say that ω r and ω c are said to be compatible orderings for the Heffter array.
The existence of a compatible ordering gives restrictions on the parities of the parameters of a Heffter array, as the following theorem shows. This generalizes results given in [15] . Theorem 1.1. If there exist compatible orderings ω r and ω c for a Heffter array H(m, n; s, t), then either:
• m, n, s and t are all odd;
• m is odd, n is even and s is even; or • m is even, n is odd and t is even.
Proof. Let ω r and ω c be compatible orderings for a Heffter array H(m, n; s, t). A permutation is odd (parity 1) or even (parity 0) if it can be written as a product of odd or even transpositions, respectively. To be clear we say this is the parity of the permutation. If a permutation is a cycle of even length it has odd parity, and vice versa.
It follows that the parity of ω r is equal to m(s − 1) (mod 2) and the parity of ω c is equal to n(t − 1) (mod 2). Thus the parity of ω r • ω c is equal to m(s − 1) + n(t − 1) (mod 2).
But the parity of a cycle of length ms is equal to ms − 1 (mod 2). Thus if the orderings are compatible, m(s − 1) + n(t − 1) − ms + 1 = n(t − 1) − (m − 1) is even. The result follows.
Thus if n(t − 1) is odd, n is odd, t is even and m is even. Otherwise n(t − 1) is even and m is odd. If n is odd, t is odd, thus since ms = nt, s is also odd. Otherwise n is even and m is odd. Since ms = nt, s is even.
Archdeacon [1] proved the following theorem, showing that a Heffter array with a pair of compatible and simple orderings can be used to construct a face 2-colourable embedding of the complete graph K 2ms+1 on an orientable surface.
Suppose there exists a Heffter array H(m, n; s, t) with orderings ω r of the symbols in the rows of the array and ω c on the symbols in the columns of the array, where ω r and ω c are both simple and compatible. Then there exists a face 2-colourable embedding of K 2ms+1 on an orientable surface such that the faces of one colour are cycles of length s and the faces of the other colour are cycles of length t. Moreover, in such an embedding the vertices may be labeled with the elements of Z 2ms+1 such that the permutation x → x + 1 preserves the set of faces of each colour.
In Section 2 we show that the converse of Theorem 1.2 is true; that is, Heffter arrays with orderings which are simple and compatible are equivalent to biembeddings of cycle decompositions on orientable surfaces with a particular automorphism.
As a corollary to Theorem 1.2, there also exists orthogonal decompositions C and C of the graph K 2ms+1 into s-cycles and t-cycles (respectively); that is, any cycle from C shares at most one edge with any cycle from C . Orthogonal cycle systems of the complete graph are studied in [5] , [8] and [9] . If we relax the condition of simplicity in the above theorem, we still have a biembedding on an orientable surface but the faces collapse into smaller ones (and the cycles become circuits). On the other hand if we relax only the condition of compatibility, we have an embedding onto a pseudosurface rather than surface, but C and C remain orthogonal.
To date, the existence of Heffter arrays with orderings that are both compatible and simple is known in only a few specific cases: H(3, n; n, 3) [15] ; H(5, n; n, 5) and n 100 [15] ; H(n; t), nt ≡ 3 (mod 4) and t ∈ {3, 5, 7, 9} [3, 16, 14] .
We extend these results by showing the following, which we prove in Section 3.
Theorem 1.3. Let n ≡ 1 (mod 4), p > 0 and n > 4p + 3. If there exists α such that 2p + 2 α n − 2 − 2p, gcd(n, α) = 1, gcd(n, α − 2p + 2) = 1 and gcd(n, n − 1 − α − 2p) = 1, then there exists a globally simple integer Heffter array H(n; 4p + 3) with an ordering that is both simple and compatible.
Corollary 1.4. Let n ≡ 1 (mod 4), p > 0, n > 4p + 3 and n is prime. Then there exists a globally simple integer Heffter array H(n; 4p + 3) with an ordering that is both simple and compatible. By Theorem 1.2, there exists a face 2-colourable embedding of K 2ms+1 on an orientable surface such that the faces of one colour are cycles of length s and the faces of the other colour are cycles of length t. Moreover, in such an embedding the vertices may be labeled with the elements of Z 2ms+1 such that the permutation x → x + 1 preserves the faces of each colour.
Ignoring orderings, in [2] it was shown that a H(m, n; n, m) exists for all possible values of m and n. The spectrum for square Heffter arrays has been completely determined in [3] , [16] and [10] . Theorem 1.5. There exists an H(n; k) if and only if 3 k n. Also there exists an integer H(n; k) if and only if nk ≡ 0, 3 (mod 4).
Thus by Theorem 1.1, if an integer H(n; k) with compatible and simple orderings exists, then nk ≡ 3 (mod 4). Theorem 1.3 shows existence for n ≡ 1 (mod 4) and k ≡ 3 (mod 4), with infinite sporadic exceptions because of the divisibility condition on α. The case n ≡ 3 (mod 4) and k ≡ 1 (mod 4) remains unsolved in general.
In Section 4 we obtain a lower bound on the number of Heffter arrays satisfying Theorem 1.3. Let H(n) represent the number of derangements on [n]. It is a well-known asymptotic result that H(n) ∼ n!/e. Two Heffter arrays are said to be equivalent if one is obtained from the other by rearranging rows or columns or multiplying any row or column in the array by −1. Additionally, if the Heffter array is square, taking the transpose may be regarded as an equivalence. Theorem 1.6. Let n ≡ 1 (mod 4), p > 0 and n 4p + 3. If there exists α such that 2p + 2 α n − 2 − 2p, gcd(n, α) = 1, gcd(n, α − 2p + 2) = 1 and gcd(n, n − 1 − α − 2p) = 1, then there exists at least (H(p − 2)) 2 ∼ [(p − 2)!/e] 2 non-equivalent globally simple integer Heffter arrays H(n; 4p + 3), each with an ordering that is both simple and compatible.
From biembeddings of vertex-transitive cycle decompositions to Heffter arrays
In this section we prove the converse of Theorem 1.2. That is, we show that a particular biembedding of two cycle decompositions of the complete graph on an orientable surface yields a Heffter array with an ordering that is both compatible and simple. Consider a face 2-colourable embedding of a simple connected graph G on a surface, where th faces are coloured black and white. Then the black and white faces are decompositions of the graph G into cycles (possibly of differing lengths); let these decompositions be C and C , respectively. If we know furthermore that the graph is 3-edge connected, it follows that no two faces share more than one edge. (Otherwise removing two shared edges between two cycles disconnects the graph.) In this case no two cycles from C ∪ C share more than one edge, so these decompositions are orthogonal. Now let's begin with two orthogonal decompositions C and C of a 3-connected graph G into cycles. When is there a face 2-colourable embedding of G into an orientable surface such that the faces of each colour correspond to the cycles in C and C ? (We say that the edges of a cycle are coherently directed if each vertex in the cycle has in-degree and out-degree 1 within the cycle.) Such an embedding exists if and only if
• for each vertex v there is a single cycle permutation φ(v) of the edges incident with that vertex v (i.e. a rotation scheme) and
• the edges of each cycle in C ∩ C are coherently directed such that
• whenever (w, v, x) is a directed path in C, φ(v) maps x to w; and
• whenever (w, v, x) is a directed path in C , φ(v) maps w to x; and
Effectively, we can think of the rotation scheme as a clockwise ordering of the edges incident with each vertex. Moreover, each edge in the embedding is given a direction so that the cycles in C and C give faces with edges directed clockwise and anti-clockwise, respectively. Suppose now that our graph G is the complete graph on v = 2ms + 1 = 2nt + 1 vertices and that there is an orientable biembedding of two cycle decompositions C and C of G and that the cycles in C are each of length t and the cycles in C are each of length s. Observe that |C| = vn and |C | = vm. Label the vertices of of G with Z v and suppose that if
Suppose that the set of cycles C is similarly invariant under the action ⊕. We say then the cycle decompositions C and C are sharply vertex-transitive under the action of addition in Z 2v+1 . Now, suppose that vertex 0 has a rotation scheme (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w v−1 ) (in the rotation scheme for our embedding) where without loss of generality the directed edges incident with 0 are of the form [0, w j ) when j is odd and [w j , 0) whenever j is even. Then there is some face with edges [w j , 0) and [0, w j+1 ) for each even j. Thus there is also a face with edges
Suppose that (x 0 = 0, x t−1 , x t−2 , . . . , x 1 ) is the cycle corresponding to a black face C in this embedding, directedly coherently clockwise. Let
with subscripts caculated modulo t. Thus,
When context is needed, we refer to u i and x i as u i (C) and
Indeed, for some odd α, since C and the rotation scheme are clockwise,
We let U (C) = {u i (C) | i ∈ [t]} and let ϕ(C) be the permutation on U (C) which maps u i to u i+1 for each i. Thus from (2), φ(C) maps w α to −w α+1 whenever α is odd. Since the face C is a t-cycle (i.e. with no repeated vertices), we must have
Further, note that for each u ∈ U (C), the edges [−u, 0) and [0, u) each occur in the graph. Let C 0 , C 1 , . . . , C n−1 be representatives of the equivalences classes (under the operation ⊕) of the cycles in C such that each of these cycles contains vertex 0. Then, as above, we may associate each C j with values
Claim: {|u| | u ∈ C} = {1, 2, . . . , nt = (v − 1)/2}. From above, for each u ∈ C, the edges [−u, 0) and [0, u) each occur in the graph. It follows that the set {−u | u ∈ C} and C are disjoint. Next, suppose that u i (C j ) = u i (C j ) for some i, i , j and j . Then
This implies that C j and C j are in the same equivalence class under ⊕, so in fact j = j . Hence, the map ⊕(x i − x i ) maps the face C to itself. Since C has t edges, we must have t(x i − x i ) ≡ 0 (mod v = 2nt + 1), which is impossible. Therefore our claim is true. Now consider the white faces (the cycles of C ). Suppose that (y 0 = 0, y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , . . . , y s−1 ) is the cycle corresponding to a white face C in this embedding, taken anti-clockwise, so that edges are of the form
When context is needed, we refer to u i and y i as u i (C ) and y i (C ), respectively, where i ∈ [s].
For each i ∈ [s], there exist edges [y i−1 , y i ) and [y i , y i+1 ); thus there exist edges [−u i , 0) and [0, u i+1 ). Since the rotation scheme is clockwise but the white faces are anti-clockwise, for some even α,
See Figure 1 for a diagrammatic version of (2) and (3). 00 00 00 11 11 11 black face α is odd
white face Figure 1 : The rotation scheme on vertex 0.
We let U (C ) = {u i (C ) | i ∈ [s]} and let ϕ(C ) be the permutation on C which maps u i+1 to u i for each i. Then Similarly to above, let C 0 , C 1 , . . . , C m−1 be representatives of the equivalences classes (under the operation ⊕) of the cycles in C , with each of these cycles
Let
Consider w α , where α is odd. Then from (2), w α+1 = −ω r (w α ). In turn, from (3),
It follows that ω r • ω c is a single cycle permutation on the set C = R.
. We claim that A is a Heffter array H(m, n; s, t). Firstly, |U (C i ) ∩ U (R j )| = 1; otherwise the decompositions are not orthogonal. Next, from above the set of entries in A is equal to C = R. Thus, from the above claim, for each integer 1
x ms, either x or −x appears in the array. Column i of the array consists of the elements of the set U (C i ). Again, from above, |U (C i )| = t and from 1, the sum of the entries in column i is divisible by v = 2nt + 1. We can similarly verify the required properties for the columns. Thus A is indeed a Heffter array.
Next, let
We now show that ω r and ω c are compatible and simple orderings. Consider w α , where α is odd. Then from (2), w α+1 = −ω r (w α ). In turn, from (3),
(In this paper, if α and β are two permutations acting a set X,
Thus ω r and ω c are compatible orderings. Finally, for each i ∈ [n], φ(C i ) is by definition a single cycle permutation on the t entries in column i. With a similar observation about the rows, we have just proven the converse of Theorem 1.2, we have shown the following. 3 Heffter arrays with orderings that are both compatible and simple
In this section we provide a proof of Theorem 1.3. The construction for our Heffter array is given in [6] . It suffices to show that this Heffter array has compatible and simple orderings. We first need the concept of a globally simple ordering and then we show that in certain circumstances, the existence of a globally simple ordering implies the existence of an ordering which is both compatible and simple.
Suppose that a simple cyclic ordering φ r = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a s ) of a row r of a Heffter array has the property that whenever entry a i lies in cell (r, c) and entry a i+1 lies in cell (r, c ), then c > c . That is, the ordering for the row r is taken from left to right across the array. We say that φ r is the natural ordering for the rows and define a natural column ordering in the same way. If the natural ordering for every row and column is also a simple ordering, we say that the Heffter array is globally simple.
In what follows, for a partially filled array A = [A(i, j)] we use A(i, j) to denote the entry in cell (i, j) of array A. The cells of an n × n array can be partitioned into n disjoint diagonals D d , d ∈ [n], where
Lemma 3.1. Assume that k is odd and that nonempty cells of a Heffter array A = [A(i, j)] can be partitioned into diagonals D g(1) , . . . , D g(k) , where g(1) < g(2) < · · · < g(k). For h = 2, . . . , k define s h = g(h) − g(h − 1) (mod n) and s 1 = g(1) − g(k) (mod n). Suppose that for all h = 1, . . . , k, gcd(n, s h ) = 1. Then if A is globally simple, the array A has an ordering which is both simple and compatible.
Proof. We remind the reader that if α and β are two permutations acting a set X, then (α • β)(x) is defined to be β(α(x)), for each x ∈ X. We define an ordering for the Heffter array in terms of the natural orderings of each row and column. Let α r = φ r for each row r, r ∈ [n − 1] and let α n−1 = φ −1 n−1 , where φ r is the natural ordering for each row r ∈ [n]. For each column c, c ∈ [n], let α c = φ c , where φ c is the natural ordering for column c.
Observe that each α r and α c defined above are simple orderings. Next, define ω r and ω c to be compositions of the orderings α r , r ∈ [n] and α c , c ∈ [n], respectively. It remains to show that ω r and ω c are compatible orderings. While we have defined compatible orderings based on entries above, such orderings can also be defined on the cells of an array.
To this end define mappings, Ω r and Ω c , on the non-empty cells of A as follows
Then ω r • ω c can be written as a single cycle if and only if Ω r • Ω c can be written as a single cycle. For simplicity, we will abuse notation and remove brackets writing Ω r (i, j) instead of Ω r ((i, j)); similarly for Ω c (i, j). For fixed h, consider the diagonals D g(h) , D g(h+1) , D g(h+2) and cell (n − 1, n − 1 − g(h)) ∈ D g(h) . Then working modulo n on the row and column indices,
Now since k is odd and each s h is coprime to n, we see that mapping Ω r • Ω c is a full cycle of length nk.
Theorem 3.2. [6]
Let n ≡ 1 (mod 4), p > 0 and n 4p + 3. If there exists α such that gcd(α, n) = 1 and 2p + 2 α n − 2 − 2p, then there exists a globally simple Heffter array H(n, 4p + 3) with occupied cells on the set of diagonals
The previous lemma and theorem then imply Theorem 1.3.
On the number of globally simple Heffter like arrays
In this section we work towards proving Theorem 1.6. In [6] , a globally simple array was given which satisfies every property of H(n; 4k) except that the support is shifted. This array was in turn merged with a Heffer array of the form H(n; 3) to contract a globally simple Heffter array H(n; 4k + 3). We split the proves into two subsections, as in the constructions from [6] .
On the number of globally simple support-shifted arrays
First, we outline the precise results needed from [6] .
Let the entry in row a and column a of diagonal D i be denoted by d i (r a ) and d i (c a ) respectively, with these values defined to be 0 when there is no entry. For a given row a we define Σ(x) = x i=0 d i (r a ) and for a given column a we define Σ(x) = x i=0 d i (r a ). For a given row a, the values of Σ(x) such that d x (r a ) is non-zero are called the partial row sums for a. For a given column a, the values of Σ(x) such that d x (c a ) is non-zero are called the partial column sums for a. Thus to show an array is globally simple, it suffices to show that the partial row sums are distinct (modulo 2nk + 1) for each row a and that the partial column sums are distinct (modulo 2nk + 1) for each column c. It is important to be aware that throughout this section, row and column indices are always calculated modulo n, while entries of arrays are always evaluated as integers.
In [6] a globally simple array A was constructed as follows. Assume 2p − 1 α n − 2p − 1 and (α, n) = 1. Let A = [A(i, j)] be an n × n array with filled cells defined by the 4p diagonals
where i ∈ I and j ∈ J, and with entries for each x ∈ [n]:
It was shown that A carries the following properties. P3. Elements in every row and every column sum to 0.
P4. Partial sums are distinct in each row and each column of A modulo 2(4p + γ)n + 1.
This type of variation on a Heffter array is called a support-shifted Heffter array. The following results was shown to be true for the array A in [6] .
Lemma 4.1. The rows and columns of A satisfies the following equations for each i ∈ I and j ∈ J:
For rows a:
For columns a = 0:
The row partial sums and the column partial sums of A satisfy the following inequalities.
Remark 4.3. When verifying that the nominated array B have distinct partial sums in column 0 it will be useful to refer to the following basic facts. Let m, x 1 , x 2 , α 1 , α 2 , β 1 , β 2 be integers and m > 0. Then for:
−m x 1 , x 2 m,
We next take the array A to obtain a new array A , obtained by applying a bijection f I : I → I to the entries in the coupled diagonals D 2i and D 2i+1 of A and a bijection f J : J → J to the entries in the coupled diagonals D 2p+2j+1 and D 2p+2j+2 of A.
Let A be an n × n array on the entries {γn + 1, . . . , (4p + γ)n} for each pair of functions (f I , f J ) as follows: for i ∈ I, j ∈ J and x ∈ [n] place entry in A
We illustrate this new construction with an example. Theorem 4.5. Let p > 0, n 4p, and γ > 0. There exists at least (p − 1)!(p − 2)! distinct arrays that satisfies Properties P1, P2, P3, P4
Proof. We will prove this theorem by showing that for each pair of functions (f I , f J ), the array A constructed above carries the Properties P1, P2, P3, P4. We will use the notation Σ A (x) and Σ A (x) to denote the partial row and column sums in the array A as given in [6] and Σ A (x) and Σ A (x) to denote the partial row and column sums respectively in the array A as constructed here. Observe that A is a special form of the array A where both f I and f J are identity mappings. First note that equalities in Lemma 4.1 does not depend on the choice of f I and f J so they are still satisfied for A in general. Now since A is obtained by permuting the entries in columns of A, s(A ) = {γn + 1, . . . , (4p + γ)n} and all columns sums are equal to 0. Next the equations in Lemma 4.1 can be used to verify that the row sums are 0. Now by Lemma 4.1, for any choice of f I and f J and for all rows and columns of A we have:
It was shown that A has distinct row and column partial sums hence it is only necessary the partial row sums Σ A (2i) and Σ A (2p + 2j + 1) and partial column sums Σ A (2i) and Σ A (2p + 2j + 1) are distinct from each other and all of the other partial sums.
By Lemma 4.1 and the definition of A , for all rows a Σ A (2i) = (γ + 2)n + 4f I (i)n − 2x + i where x = 2i − a (mod n) and 0 x n − 1, and Σ A (2p + 2j + 1) = Σ A (2p) + (4p + γ − 6)n − 4f J (j)n + 1 + 2x − j, where x = 2p + 2j + 1 − a (mod n) and 0 x n − 1.
Note that
Furthermore Σ A (2i 1 ) ≡ Σ A (2i 2 ) (mod 2(4p + γ)n + 1) for some i 1 , i 2 ∈ I implies
by (6) . Similarly this implies 4(f I (j 1 ) − f I (j 2 ))n (j 2 − j 1 ) + 2(n − 1) 3n and hence j 1 = j 2 as before. Therefore by inequality (4) all row partial sums are distinct.
Next, let a = 0 be a column. By Lemma 4.1 and the definition of A we have:
(4p + γ)n > Σ A (2i) = (γ + 2)n + 4f I (i)n − 2(n − a (mod n)) − i > 0 (13)
Furthermore Σ A (2i 1 ) ≡ Σ A (2i 2 ) (mod 2(4p + γ)n + 1)) implies 4f I (i 1 )n−i 1 = 4f I (i 2 )n− i 2 by (6) . Then 4(f I (i 1 ) − 4f I (i 2 ))n = i 1 − i 2 so i 1 = i 2 . Similarly Σ A (2p + 2j 1 + 1) = Σ A (2p + 2j 2 + 1) mod 2(4p + γ)n + 1 implies 4f I (j 1 )n + j 1 = 4f I (j 2 )n + j 2 so j 1 = j 2 as before. Therefore by inequality (5) all column partial sums are distinct. Now consider column 0. Then:
By [6] related partial sums for column 0 can be calculated as:
Observe that for column 0 and for all non-empty diagonals x,
We will show that for each i ∈ I and j ∈ J, Σ A (2i) and Σ A (2p + 2j + 1) are distinct (mod 2(4p + γ)n + 1) from each other and each of the other partial sums in column 0. In what follows we will make extensive use of (15) together with (8) .
)n by (7) but then (i 1 − i 2 ) = 0.
1(ii) Suppose that Σ(2i 1 ) = Σ(2i 2 + 1) (mod 2(4p + γ)n + 1) for some i 1 , i 2 ∈ I. Then (7) implies (2n − 1)i 1 + (γ + 2)n + 4f I (i 1 )n = (2i 2 + 2)n − (i 2 + 1).
Hence i 1 = i 2 + 1 and 2i 1 + γ + 2 + 4f I (i 1 ) = 2i 2 + 2. But then 4f I (i 1 ) = −γ − 2. This is a contradiction since γ 0. 1(v) Suppose that Σ(2i) = Σ(2p + 2j + 2) mod2(4p + γ)n + 1 for some i ∈ I and j ∈ J.
Then by (9) (2n − 1)i + (γ + 2)n + 4f I (i)n = 2(4p + γ)n + 1 − (2p + 2j + γ + 2)n − (p − j − 1) ⇒ (2n − 1)i + (γ + 2)n + 4f I (i)n = (6p − 2j + γ − 2)n − (p − j − 2). These imply i = p − j − 2 and 2i + γ + 2 + 4f I (i) = 6p − 2j + γ − 2 or equivalently 2(p − j − 2) + 4f I (i) + 2 = 6p − 2j − 2 and so f I (i) = p, a contradiction. 2(i) Assume Σ(2p + 2j + 1) ≡ Σ(2i + 1) (mod 2(4p + γ)n + 1) for some i ∈ I and j ∈ J.
Then by (6) we have (p − j)(2n − 1) − 6n − 4f J (j)n + 1 = (2i + 2)n − (i + 1).
Then p = j + i + 2 and 2p − 2j − 6 − 4f J (j) − 2i − 2 = 0 which implies 2(i + j + 2) − 2i − 2j − 8 − 4f J (j) = 0 and so f J (j) = −1, a contradiction.
2(ii) Assume Σ(2p + 2j + 1) ≡ Σ(2p) (mod 2(4p + γ)n + 1) for some j ∈ J. Then by (6)
This implies −p = −p + j + 1 which is a contradiction as j = −1.
2(iii) Assume Σ(2p + 2j 1 + 1) ≡ Σ(2p + 2j 2 + 2) (mod 2(4p + γ)n + 1) for some j 1 , j 2 ∈ J. Then by (6) (p − j 1 )(2n − 1) − 6n − 4f J (j 1 )n + 1 = −(2p + 2j 2 + γ + 2)n − (p − j 2 − 1).
Then we have −(p − j 1 ) + 1 = −p + j 2 + 1 and 4p − 2j 1 − 6 − 4f J (j 1 ) + 2j 2 + γ + 2 = 0 which implies j 1 = j 2 and 4f J (j 1 ) = 4p − 4 + γ 4(p − 1). This is a contradiction since f J (j 1 ) p − 2 .
2(iv) Assume Σ(2p + 2j + 1) ≡ 0 (mod 2(4p + γ)n + 1) for some j ∈ J. Then by (6) we have −p + j + 1 = 0 which implies j = p − 1 > p − 2, a contradiction.
2(v) Assume Σ(2p + 2j 1 + 1) ≡ Σ(2p + 2j 2 + 1) (mod 2(4p + γ)n + 1). Then by (6) we have −p + j 1 + 1 = −p + j 2 + 1 which implies j 1 = j 2 .
A lower bound on the number of globally simple integer Heffter arrays
In this section we prove Theorem 1.6. To do this, we use the results from the previous section and the construction of a globally simple Heffter array H(n; 4p + 3) (when n ≡ 1 (mod 4)) from [6] .
First we list the results needed from [6] . Throughout this section assume n ≡ 1 (mod 4), 2p+2 α n−2p−2 and (n, α) = 1. In [6] authors constructed a globally simple H(n, 4p+3) for all n ≡ 1 (mod 4) by merging an H(n, 3) to the array A given in the previous section. Here we will use the generalized array A constructed in the previous section and apply the same technique to merge it with cyclic shifts of a suitable H(n, 3) to obtain many distinct globally simple H(n, 4p + 3) for each n ≡ 1 (mod 4).
Let f I (0) = 0, f I (i) = (2p − i + 1)/2 for i ∈ I and f J (j) = (p − j − 4)/4 for j ∈ J and construct the array A by taking γ = 3 as described in the previous section. Note that if H( ) represents the number of derangements on a set of size then there are at least H(p−2) possible such f I and f J .
It was shown in [6] that for each n ≡ 1 (mod 4) and 0 β n − 5, a H(n; 3), L, exists that satisfies the following conditions:
• The non empty cells are exactly on the diagonals D β , D β+2 and D β+4 , 
. Now for row a as in [6] , the partial row sums for array B is as follows: We will show that these partial sums are also distinct from each of the other partial sums Σ B (2i) and Σ B (2p + 2j + 1) for all i ∈ I and j ∈ J .
In what follows we will make extensive use of (15) together with (8) 1)(i) Σ(2i) = (2n−1)i+5n+4f I (i)n 5n so by (16) and (7), Σ(2p+α) = Σ(2i) (mod 2(4p + 3)n + 1) for all 1 i p − 1.
